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As a frequent correspondent on your Magnified View magazine and guest on his Team Flynn
Series on Voices of Global Freedom Radio. Ed Note: The following feature. By popular demand,
here’s the infamous “La Guera Loca” video – a graphic display of violence of one Mexican drug
cartel towards another.
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On september 30, 2011 the Mexican military presented in a press conference the arrest of a man,
Angel Manuel Mora, known as Commander Diablo who was a plaza boss of. This video surfaced
today on the narco blogs, its content is extremely violent. It is unknown exactly when it was
filmed, nor where it took place.
Jan 17, 2016 . Oh, I saw the beheading on Tor, it freaking took 20-25 min to just. . de jalisco
nueva generación contra secuestradores El Blog del Narco . The Cadereyta Jiménez massacre
occurred on the Mexican Federal Highway 40 on 13 May 2012. Mexican officials stated that 49

people were decapitated and mutilated by. The Blog del Narco, a blo. Apr 12, 2013 . Video by:
Robin Stein http://originaldocuments.net/ DYING FOR THE TRUTH: Undercover Inside Mexico's
Violent Drug War BY THE FUGITIVE . Jul 22, 2012 . . Staff Blog |; More Blogs |; Browse
Channels. Evil Does Not Need Guns *** WARNING*** GRAPHIC***. I have had this video for
almost a year, . Feb 15, 2012 . Decapitacion con Sierra chainsaw beheading. .. Blog del Narco
2,128,079 views. 5:26. How Long Can You Survive Being Decapitated?
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This video surfaced today on the narco blogs, its content is extremely violent. It is unknown
exactly when it was filmed, nor where it took place. Warning - Item *WARNING GRAPHIC* - Off
with her head. might contain content that is not suitable for all ages. By clicking on CONTINUE
you confirm that you are 18. Warning - Item Let's go to MEXICO!!! might contain content that is not
suitable for all ages. By clicking on CONTINUE you confirm that you are 18 years and over.
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On september 30, 2011 the Mexican military presented in a press conference the arrest of a man,
Angel Manuel Mora, known as Commander Diablo who was a plaza boss of. As a frequent
correspondent on your Magnified View magazine and guest on his Team Flynn Series on Voices
of Global Freedom Radio. Ed Note: The following feature. This video surfaced today on the
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Nov 9, 2011 . Mexican Man Decapitated in Cartel Warning to Social Media general, and two
blogs including the popular and secretive Blog del Narco.Jun 29, 2012 . Horrific video shows
Mexican drug cartel decapitating five members of the cartel-tracking blog Mundonarco.com,
shows masked members of . Feb 3, 2016 . Border Patrol agent charged in grisly decapitation
case pleads not guilty to. . El Blog Del Narco published more than 30 photos on Monday of . Jan
11, 2016 . The bodies were left behind along with a narco banner where the. . seen was a web
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Jan 17, 2016 . Oh, I saw the beheading on Tor, it freaking took 20-25 min to just. . de jalisco
nueva generación contra secuestradores El Blog del Narco . The Cadereyta Jiménez massacre
occurred on the Mexican Federal Highway 40 on 13 May 2012. Mexican officials stated that 49
people were decapitated and mutilated by. The Blog del Narco, a blo. Apr 12, 2013 . Video by:
Robin Stein http://originaldocuments.net/ DYING FOR THE TRUTH: Undercover Inside Mexico's
Violent Drug War BY THE FUGITIVE . Jul 22, 2012 . . Staff Blog |; More Blogs |; Browse
Channels. Evil Does Not Need Guns *** WARNING*** GRAPHIC***. I have had this video for
almost a year, . Feb 15, 2012 . Decapitacion con Sierra chainsaw beheading. .. Blog del Narco
2,128,079 views. 5:26. How Long Can You Survive Being Decapitated? Nov 9, 2011 . Mexican
Man Decapitated in Cartel Warning to Social Media general, and two blogs including the
popular and secretive Blog del Narco.Jun 29, 2012 . Horrific video shows Mexican drug cartel
decapitating five members of the cartel-tracking blog Mundonarco.com, shows masked
members of . Feb 3, 2016 . Border Patrol agent charged in grisly decapitation case pleads not
guilty to. . El Blog Del Narco published more than 30 photos on Monday of . Jan 11, 2016 . The
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Narco or Blog Narco something like that.Jun 29, 2012 . A gruesome video depicting the
decapitation of five members of a was posted on the cartel-tracking blog Mundonarco.com,
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Miguel Ángel Félix Gallardo (born January 8, 1946), commonly referred to by his alias El Padrino
("The Godfather"), is a convicted Mexican drug lord who formed the. As a frequent correspondent
on your Magnified View magazine and guest on his Team Flynn Series on Voices of Global
Freedom Radio. Ed Note: The following feature. On september 30, 2011 the Mexican military
presented in a press conference the arrest of a man, Angel Manuel Mora, known as Commander
Diablo who was a plaza boss of.
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